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Primary Sidebar
Latest book: Secret Gardens of the South East
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[image: alt]I am an Ambassador for Silent Space, a Charity Incorporated Organisation creating opportunities to be silent in some of our favourite green places. Find them at silentspace.org.uk or on Instagram or Twitter.



About Me

[image: ]I edit magazines and write about gardens, plants and gardeners. My own garden and those open to the public, here and abroad – and gardeners – professionals and passionate amateurs, alike, all feature in my writing. Growing my own fruit, vegetables and herbs in a small, productive and ornamental town garden gives me great pleasure, as does using the produce and writing about it. Read more



Articles by Barbara Segall

The Wit & Wisdom of Barbara Segall, in Suffolk Magazine
[image: ]A Colourful Courtyard Garden – for House Beautiful
[image: ]A River Runs Through It – for The Garden magazine
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Shortlisted in the Garden Journalist of the Year category in the Property Press Awards 2017
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Praise from the Garden Writers Association


"Loved your take on the allotment... including the chit chat with the neighbours."


"Nice friendly voice and style while imparting good gardening information."



Sign up for the newsletter


	Visit the sign-up page to receive an update when I post a new blog.
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